TO: SAC, DALLAS (89-43)
FROM: SA ELDON D. RUDD
SUBJECT: LEE HARVEY OSWALD
ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT KENNEDY
ASSAULTING A FEDERAL OFFICER

The following information was secured from WINSTON M. SCOTT, Chief, and HERBERT W. NEL, employee, Mexico City Station of CIA, is classified secret in view of the highly confidential sources involved and may not be disseminated outside this Bureau.

Attached are a series of photographs taken on 10/1/63 and 10/4/63 of an individual believed to be an American and possibly identical with the person who had previously telephonically identified himself as LEE OSWALD leaving the Soviet Embassy in Mexico City. CIA has advised that the photographs are classified secret and should be kept in the Bureau's possession at all times and not turned over to police authorities. CIA has further requested that the photographs and information furnished be utilized for lead purposes only.

On 10/1/63, a person calling from the Cuban Embassy, Mexico City, to the Soviet Embassy, and speaking very bad Russian, identified himself as LEE OSWALD and advised the guard, OBYEDKOV, at the Soviet Embassy that he had previously visited the Soviet Embassy on 9/28/63 and had spoken with Consul VALERIY VLADIMIROVICH KOSTIKOV. The individual calling asked if anything new had been received regarding the telegram which was sent to Washington. The guard left the phone and came back shortly and said nothing had been received yet but the request had been sent.

Shortly following this call an individual who appeared to be an American and who is the subject of attached photographs entered the Soviet Embassy at 12:16 p.m. and departed 12:22.

With regard to the tapes utilized in recording pertinent telephone conversations referred to herein, CIA has advised that these tapes have been erased and are not available for review.

3- Dallas (89-43)
1- Mexico City (105-3702) (Delivered by hand)
EDR/Wvm
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The following information was secured from [Winston M. Scott, Chief, and Herbert Manel, Employee, Mexico City Station of CIA] is classified secret in view of the highly confidential sources involved and may not be disseminated outside this Bureau.

Attached are a series of photographs taken on 10/1/63 and 10/4/63 of an individual believed to be an American and possibly identical with the person who had previously telephonically identified himself as Lee Oswald leaving the Soviet Embassy in Mexico City. CIA has advised that the photographs are classified secret and should be kept in the Bureau's possession at all times and not turned over to police authorities. CIA has further requested that the photographs and information furnished be utilized for lead purposes only.

On 10/1/63, a person calling from the Cuban Embassy, Mexico City, to the Soviet Embassy, and speaking very bad Russian, identified himself as Lee Oswald and advised the guard, Obyedkov, at the Soviet Embassy that he had previously visited the Soviet Embassy on 12/28/63 and had spoken with Consul Valeriy Vladimirovich Kostikov. The individual calling asked if anything new had been received regarding the telegram which was sent to Washington. The guard left the phone and came back shortly and said nothing had been received yet but the request had been sent.

Shortly following this call, an individual who appeared to be an American and who is the subject of attached photographs entered the Soviet Embassy at 12:16 p.m. and departed 12:22.

With regard to the tapes utilized in recording pertinent telephone conversations referred to herein, CIA has advised that these tapes have been erased and are not available for review.
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[Classification: Secret]
The following information was secured from WINSTON M. SCOTT, Chief, and HERBERT MANEL, Employee, Mexico City Station of CIA, is classified secret in view of the highly confidential sources involved and may not be disseminated outside this Bureau.

Attached are a series of photographs taken on 10/1/63 and 10/4/63 of an individual believed to be an American and possibly identical with the person who had previously telephonically identified himself as LEE OSWALD leaving the Soviet Embassy in Mexico City. CIA has advised that the photographs are classified secret and should be kept in the Bureau's possession at all times and not turned over to police authorities. CIA has further requested that the photographs and information furnished be utilized for lead purposes only.

On 10/1/63, a person calling from the Cuban Embassy, Mexico City, to the Soviet Embassy, and speaking very bad Russian, identified himself as LEE OSWALD and advised the guard, OBYEDKOV, at the Soviet Embassy that he had previously visited the Soviet Embassy on 10/28/63 and had spoken with Consul VALEREY VLADIMINOVICH KOSTIKOV. The individual calling asked if anything new had been received regarding the telegram which was sent to Washington. The guard left the phone and came back shortly and said nothing had been received yet but the request had been sent.

Shortly following this call, an individual who appeared to be an American and who is the subject of attached photographs entered the Soviet Embassy at 12:16 p.m. and departed 12:22.

With regard to the tapes utilized in recording pertinent telephone conversations referred to herein, CIA has advised that these tapes have been erased and are not available for review.